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Senior Class Stages Fashion Show November 14,
Leading Clothiers
Will Show Styles

Second Concert Series
Will Be Ballet Espanol
Teresa, Luisillo
Stars Of Group
By Roger Yike
The second presentation of the Clemson College Concert Series will be the Ballet Espanol, starring Teresa and
Luisillo, on November 15, in the Field House.
The show, organized, choreo
She was given a trip to Mexgraphed and staged by Teresa
and Louisillo is a kaleidoscope ico, the center of Spanish dance
of stunning and fective folk in this hemisphere. By an acdances, powerful drama, riotous icdent in scheduling rehearsal
clowning and wistful romance. hours in a studio, young Teresa
It is actually a revue, with appeared at the same hour as a
singers and guitarists, as well young Mexican dancer, already
as dancers. There is no usual an accomplished performer at
corps de ballet, as each member fifteen. They shared the studio
of the company is a true artist, and danced together that day,
and dances superbly in the au- and have been doing so ever
thentic tradition of the spanish since. He was Louisillo, later to
dance while giving it modern become her partner and husband.
styling.
Teresa's excellent taste and
The Ballet Espanol stars a fine cultural background have
husband and wife team, Te- been of inestimable help to the
resa and Luisillo, who were in- company. She is the supervisor
ternationally famous as Span- of everything connected with the
ish dancers of great authen- costumes and decor and has
ticity before they formed the earned the reputation among
present company in 1950. How- Parisian couturiers of being exever, with the debut of this tremely . and excessively degroup at the Teatro Sarah manding. She has outfitted the
Bernhardt in Paris, a new kind entire company in authentic and
of art form was presented to colorful new costumes for their
Europeans.
second United States tour.
Luisillo, who does all of the
Luisillo is known internachoreography, uses the classic tionally as a foremost exponcastanets, handclaps and exotic ent of the traditional Spanish
rhythms not only to express dance. As creater and co-star
emotion but to tell a story. Each of this new and authentic
number in Ballet Espanol is Spanish revue, he has become
piven a specific setting and if it recognized as master choreodoes not have a definite story grapher, as well.
. line is at least strongly suggesDancing has always been a
tive of dramatic incidents.
major
interest in Luisillo's life.
This new concept of Spanish
theatre was immediately accept- Born in Mexico, he became an
ed in Paris five years ago and apprentice bullfighter \then he
shortly thereafter passed its se- was 15 years old. His spirit of
, verest test at the Tearo Fontalbo adventure was banished when
in Madrid. Since then, the com- he saw a young friend gored to
pany has been lauded by the death and he returned to his
critics in every major European dancing.
Luisillo takes the lead in
city and called back again and
again to Paris and Madrid. La- drilling his group in the pure
ter, a 4-week engagement in traditions of Spanish dancing
Buenos Aires was stretched to and in the more dramatic num,17 weeks by the overwhelming bers of their repertoire. He
'demand of the dance loving cit- conducts classes which give the
group integrity and a great unity
i izens there.
The current tour represents of style, and is known as a stern
their second appearance in this and demanding dance master,
country. After 4 weeks on
Nevertheless, on the stage his
Broadway last fall, they did a devotion to his art is expressed
cross-country tour, and were in obvious enjoyment. He often
eagerly praised wherever they plays the comic and has been
appeared for their great art- described by some critics as very
f
istry and superb showmanship. like a mischievous faun. In adTeresa, feminine star of the dition to dancing, choreography,
Ballet, is a true Spanish beauty and training his company, this
who is actually an American. jockey-size dynamo maintains
She is the daughter of well-to- an active interest in riding
do Spanish parents who lived in fencing, swimming, and is an
Long Island.
| amateur painter and musician.

The Senior Class will present a Fall and Winter Fashion Show at 7:30 on Monday,
November 14 in the College
Auditorium. Admission for
Six members of the Reserye everyone will be free.

Scabbard And Blade
Takes Six Inflates

Twenty Students
Tapped To Join
Phi Kappa Phi
At a meeting of Phi Kappa Pi
on Friday, October 28, twenty
seniors and second semester juniors were tapped for membership by a unanimous vote of the
membership. The registrar's office supplied the club with a list
ot the twenty students who were
scholastically
qualified.
All
twenty were approved by the
club for membership.
The prospective members are
Donald B. Anthony, poultry major from Travelers Rest; Lawrence O. Bragg, textile manufacturing student from Enoree;
Thomas E. Cunningham, architecture major from Greenville;
Joseph F. Edwards, ceramic engineering student from Saluda;
Andrew M. Faucette, arts and
sciences major from Columbia;
John R. Gause, electrical engineering student from Myrtle
Beach; Herbert L. Gibson, mechanical engineering major from
Clemson; Lynn A. Hendricks,
textile engineering student from
West Columbia; Harold B. Howard, ceramic engineering major
from Taylors; and Alfred H.
Hudson, dairying student from
Bluffton.
Also, Marion C. McGarity, architecture major from Spartanburg; William E. Mahon, architecture student from Greenville;
Bobby A. Painter, textile manufacturing major from Arcadia;
Alfred H. Pitts, animal husbandry student from Fort Motte;
William B. Rawl, mechanical engineering major from Spartanburg; Wayland H. Riggins, architectural engineering
student
from Greenville;
Robert RSmith, electrical engineering
major from Brevard, N. C; Watt
E. Smith, agricultural engineering student from Rowesville;
and Hal D. Stribling, mechanical engineering major from
Clemson.
The academic requirement for
Phi Kappa Phi is a 3-1 gradepoint ratio or better. The above
students have been tapped for
membership — that is, they are
given the opportunity to become
members.

Bridwell Will
Attend Scabbard
And Blade Meet
James W. Bridwell, commanding officer of K Company,
Seventh Regiment, of the Scabbard and Blade, has been selected by the members of his company to represent them at the
National Convention. The biennial convention will be held November 17, 18, 19 in Madison,
Wisconsin.
Approximately 131 companies
from leading colleges and universities throughout the United
States will be represented.

Betty Lane Cherry
Maid Of Cotton
Miss Betty Lane Cherry representing Orangeburg County,
was chosen as the 1956 Maid of
Cotton for South Carolina last
Thursday in the Field House.
Miss Cherry, captivating the
audience and judges with her
poise, beauty and charm, triumphed over 18 other contestants
for the coveted title.
Miss Jeanne Lawson of Sumter was chosen first alternate
and Miss Martha Williams of
Myrtle Beach was named second
alternate.
The contestants arrived at
Clemson Wednesday afternoon
and were constantly under surveillance by the judges.
Miss Cherry was presented at
halftime
of the Clemson-Wake
Jimmy Humphries, president of the Student Body, congratulates
Miss Betty Jane Cherry on being crowned South Carolina's Maid Forest game and reigned over
of Cotton. The contest was held last Thursday at Clemson. the Agricultural Fair held last
weekend.
(TIGER photo by Frankie Martin.)

A scene from the Ballet Espanol shows the
massed company on stage during one of the
numbers. The Ballet will appear at Clemson

Officers Training Corps at Clemson have been nominated for
membership in Scabbard and
Blade. They are Richard P.
Moore, textile manufacturing
student from Pendleton; John M.
Blackmon, Rock Hill, majoring
in mechanical engineering; Robert J. Tisdale, textile engineering major from High ^Shoals, N.
C; Ralph E. Patrick, textile
manufacturing student from
Gaffney; John L. Humphries
mechanical engineering major
from Sumter; and Walter S.
November 15 as the second presentation of the Ramage, animal husbandry stuClemson College Concert Series.
dent from Laurens.
These men were chosen on the
basis of merit and outstanding
leadership abilities.
Informal initiation will be held
November 7-11.

Prizes Given At AG. Fair
The first prize for the departmental exhibits in the Clemson
College Agricultural Fair was
presented to the Animal Husbandry Department on Saturday,
October 29, by Dr. C. M. Jones,
faculty chairman of the Fair
Committee.
Second place in departmental exhibits went to the
horticulture department and
the third prize to the agronomy department. In the individual exhibits groups, the"
agricultural engineering display took first prize, entomology second, and the dairy department third.
The South Carolina Maid of
Cotton, Miss Betty Lane Cherry,
of Orangeburg, was honored
during the weekend Fair activity, which was put on by Alpha
Zeta, student agriculture organization. The theme carried out
in the Fair was "Preparing for a
Career in Agriculture."
Departments presenting displays and exhibits were entomology, veterinary medicine,
forestry, nutrition, zoology, vocational agricultural education,
botany, bacteriology, dairying,
poultry, soil testing, horticulture,
and others. One of the big attractions of the fair were the
Mexican burros, provided for
children to ride by Ray Buck,
chancellor of Alpha Zeta.
The exhibits for the Animal
Husbandry department, which
won first place, were set up by
the Block and Bridle Club. The
display was divided' into nine
different exhibits, which were
as follows: 1) meats and cuts of
meat, 2) meat from producer to
consumer, 3) livestock produc
tion equipment, 4) appropriate
feeds for South Carolina, 5)
sheep and wool display, 6) livestock display, 7) meat laboratory
equipment, 8) feed requirements
display, and 9) jobs for animal
husbandry graduates. Students
belonging to the Block and
Bridle Club served as guides
for the display during the fair.
The meats and cuts of meat
display was in the cold storage
rooms and the guides explained the ways of Identifying the
cuts of meat, ways of grading
carcasses, and the new hog
grading system.
The story of the journey of
meat from the time it leaves the
producer until the time it is
put on the table was shown in
the producer to consumer display. The guide explained that
the average pound of beef
travels 1,000 miles and that the
South is trying to produce the
same quality of beef that the
West is producing while cutting
down on transportation costs.
The latest equipment was
shown in a production equipment
display. One of the outstanding
things which aroused much interest in the feeds display was
the sample of citrus pulp, which
is now being used as a substitute for corn.
The sheep and wool display
told the story of wool and its
by-products, and the fact that
many face creams and other
(Continued on Page 3)

Junior Class To Sponsor
Supper After Maryland Game
The Junior Class will sponsor
a supper in the auditorium of the
Agriculture Center from five to
seven p. m. after the Homecom
ing game Saturday, November
12.
The supper, which will feature
a choice between pork barbecue
Since the disappearance at and fried chicken, will be served
Clemson of the military, the by Cowan's of Anderson. The
Student Government has de- complete menu will be barbecue
cided that the clubs on campus or fish, French fried potatoes,
will handle the decorations for salad, pickles, rolls and iced tea.
Homecoming weekend on No- The auditorium will be filled
vember 11 and 12.
with tables, and music will be
All clubs will have the privi- furnished during the meal. Talege of picking out their own bles for eight will be available
location for the decorations and for students who wish to eat in
parties.
a prize will be awarded to the
In sponsoring this supper, the
best display.
Junior Class hopes to save time,
The winning organization may trouble and expense for students,
have the choice of a silver cup their dates, and parents between
or a cash award to go into the the game and the dance. Tickets,
which will cost $1.00 per plate
club's treasury.
Clubs which have already will be on sale in advance every
signed up for the decorations day next week in the dining hall
are: Aero Club, Mu Beta Psi, Al after dinner. Students may buy
pha Psi Omega, YMCA Cabinet as many of these tickets as they
and Councils, ASCE, Delta Sig- wish. Tickets at the door Satma Nu, Canterbury Club, AFEA, urday evening will sell for $1.25
per plate.
and Gamma Kappa Alpha.
Also: The Glee Club, L. S. A., The profit from the dinner
Newman Club, Blue Key, Al- will be used for the Jr.-Sr. banpha Phi Omega, Alpha Chi Sig- quet in May.
ma, Band, Phi Psi, Delta Kappa
Kappa, Dairy Club, Block and
Bridle, Abbeville - McCormick
County Club, and Phi Eta Sigma.
The Dorchester - Clemson
Any other organizations on Club will meet November 8, at
campus who are interested in 7:45 p. m., in Club Room 3. It
making a display for Homecom- is imperative that all meming are asked to contact Jimmy
Humphries, president of the stu- bers be present to have pictures taken for "Taps."
dent body.

Decorations For
Homecoming Are
New Club Projects

NOTICE

Six Officers
Attend Meeting
In Columbia
Six officers of the Clemson
student body attended the annual Fall business meeting of
the South Carolina Student
Government held in Columbia
yesterday.
The meeting was held in the
new Russell House on the University of South Carolina campus.
Those attending from Clemson were: Jimmy Humphries,
Connie Faucette, Johnny Blackmon, Joe Taylor,
Norveille
Spearman, and Bobby Erwin.
The spring meeting of the association will be held in Clemson.

Ceramic Society
Entertains New
Pledges At Party
The Clemson student chapter
of the American Ceramic Society, entertained prospective members with an informal party at
Olin Hall on Tuesday night, October 25. A part of the program
was a tour of the building, including explanations of the electron microscope, the spectrograph, the interferometer, the
optical microscopes, and the interchemical viscometer.
All prospective members were
introduced to the society members, and refreshments were
served.
The next regular meeting of
the ceramic society will be held
Tuesday night, November 8, and
the program will include a guest
speaker.

The Senior Class will present
a Fall and Winter Fashion Show
at 7:30 on Monday, November
14 in the College Auditorium.
Admission for everyone will be
free.
The show, under the direction of Bill Hood and Connie
Faucette, will feature clothes
from approximately 15 of the
most outstanding men's Clothiers in the Carollnas and Georgia.
Members of the Senior Class
will model the College and Ivey
League fashions. The styles
will include a complete wardrobe range from sport clothes to
evening wear.
As an added attraction, door
prizes will be awarded. These
prizes will be given by the
participating merchants in the
show.
Since the military has been
abandoned at Clemson, there
lias been a definite need for a
show of this type. Many students have not yet bought their
winter wardrobe and this will
provide aid with an opportunity
to view the current fashions.
In the Homecoming issue of
the TIGER, a special fashion insert will preview the show. It
will consist of color charts, feature stories ,on fashions, and
fashion ads.

Mu Beta Psi
Takes First Place
In Stunt Night
Mu Beta Psi, music fraternity, won the first annual Alpha
Psi Omega stunt Tuesday night
in the College Auditorium. Thet
fraternity was awarded a silver
loving cup and a plaque.
Second place awards went to
the Canterbury Club while the
Baptist Student Union and Alpha Phi Omega received the
consolation prizes.
The crowd for the event was
very sparse as was the number
of clubs which'entered skits.
A combo under the direction
of Mack McDaniels was the
winning combination for Mu
Beta Psi. The Canterbury Club
presented a radio show entitled
"Cozy Coffin Corner". "Revenge
of the Husband" was a presentation of the BSU while Alpha
Phi Omega featured can-can
dancers.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh McGarity,
duo-pianists, played several selections to end the show.

Block Ticket Price Lowest Ever For Dance
By Roger Yike
One of the greatest dance
weekends in Clemson's history
is drawing nearer every day as
plans progress for the Homecoming Ball November 11 and 12
which features the music of
Ralph Marterie and his orchestra.
The dances will definitely be
the highlight of a weekend which
also offers to Clemson fans the
football game between the Tigers
and the University of Maryland.
As always, there will be two
dances. One on Friday night
and the other to be Saturday.
Tickets for the Friday formal
will be $3.50 per couple or
$3.00 stag. Ducats for the
Saturday informal $4.00 per
couple or $3.50 stag.
. The Central Dance Association
is making a very unusual offer
in that block tickets for the
dances will only cost $6.00. This
is considerably below asking
prices for previous dances with
the bands of Marterie's calibre
and should be an added induce-

ment to students to attend.
Hotels and motor courts have
been full for months and the
CDA is again opening fourth
barracks for the convenience of

RALPH MARTERIE
the students. Dates may be
housed for one dollar for both
nights. Chaperones will be on
duty at all times and maid service will also be available for
the girls to have their dresses

:-: BEAT VPI :■:

pressed.
At the formal dance on Friday
night, the Homecoming Queen
and seven TAPS beauties will
be chosen from the dates of the
student body. The TAPS Queen
will be announced when the 1956
TAPS is released. Many useful gifts have been donated by
Clemson merchants to the
Homecoming Queen and her
date.
She and her date will receive a buffet dinner from the
Clemson House, a steak dinner
from the Holly Hill restaurant,
and five dollars from DAn's.
L. C. Martin's drug store will
award her a box of candy and
the Bookstore willgive a fine
gift.
Marterie and his orchestra,
who have made such records as
"Pretend", "Caravan", "Skokiaan", and many other hits,
was selected as the Headline
Band for 1955 by Billboard Magazine and was also selected as
"America's No. 1 Band" by Cash
Box Magazine.
Marterie, raised in Chicago,

began playing the trumpet professionally at the age of 14. The
richness of his trumpet blossomed steadily and he developed a
growingly critical ear for exciting band music. He had no
trouble breaking into the lucrative field of radio and from there
on his career was an ever rising
spiral.
In 1953 and 1954, he lead
the featured dance band in the
"Star Night" extravaganzas.
Co-starring on the spectacular productions with Marterie were Pattie Page, Perry
Como, Julius LaRosa, Nat
"King" Cole, and Sarah
Vaughan.
Marterie boasts the remarkable distinction, despite the
youth of his career, as a bandleader, of having more hit records behind him than any band
in America today.
So there is noK doubt but what
the dining hall will be filled to
overflowing on November 11
and 12 when Ralph Marterie and
his orchestra play for the Homecoming Ball.
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TALK OF THE TOWN....

Stunt Night Was A Good Idea
But It Had No Cooperation

Small Minority Declares War On
Students; Blind Spots Wreck Havoc,

t LPHA Psi Omega tried hard Tuesday night but it seemed that mass confusion was king at their first attempt
to have a stunt night on campus. It just wasn't as good
as it should have been.

By Charles Sanders

The clubs on campus did an excellent job of letting the
dramatic fraternity down. Many organizations said that
they would participate in the show, and then failed to
show up for the event. With vthe military gone, it was
supposed to be the clubs who would take over the activities on campus.
The crowd that attended was the largest that has been
Been at Clemson either. The spectators that were there
did their best to make up for the lack of volume, but the
acts were playing to an empty, house.
Maybe it wasn't the best time of the year to have a stunt
night. Maybe next time everybody will pitch in and
. make it the big event that it should be.

Placement Office, For Students
IJANY students still seem to be unaware of the new student placement and aid program that was installed at
Clemson this year. Under the able direction of Mr.
Hughes this service can be of great help to all students. It
is conveniently located in offices in the student lounge,
end yet few seem to visit it.
Seniors especially should take advantage of the program
that is offered. From now until the end of school many
companies will be on campus to interview prospecttive
graduates for job with their firms. These interviews DON'T GET ME WRONG, BUT
used to be conducted by the schools of the college with
which these companies were most closely connected. But
most interviews have now been consolidated under this
new program.

CD A Gambles With Block Tickets,
What Happened To Senior Section

This gives seniors an added opportunity to talk to many
different firms. A prospective graduate may be able to
get a view of many job opportunities for a man with his
qualifications. Prospective graduates should definitely
take advantage of this service which was established to
help them.

On Campus

wth

(Author of '-Barefoot Boy With Chtek," oto.)

ADVENTURES IN SOCIAL SCIENCE: NO. 1
"The proper study of mankind is man," said Geoffrey Chaucer
in his immortal Casey at the Bat, and I couldn't agree more.
In these tangled times it is particularly proper to study man—
how he lives, how he functions, how he works. Accordingly, this
column, normally devoted to slapdash waggery, will from time
to time turn a serious eye on the social sciences.
In making these occasional departures, I have the hearty approval of the makers of Philip Morris Cigarettes, whose interest
is not only in promoting the pleasure of young Americans by
providing them with a gentle cigarette, matchlessly blended of
vintage tobaccos, grown with loving care and harvested with
tender mercy, then cured with compassionate patience and rolled
into firm, tasty cylinders and brought to you in king size or
regular, wrapped in fetching packages of lively crimson and
pristine white, at prices that wreak no havoc on the most
etringent of budgets; but who are equally concerned with
broadening the minds and extending the intellectual vistas of
every college man and every college woman.
I, for one, am not unmoved by this great-heartedness in the
makers of Philip Morris, and though I know it is considered
chic these days to disparage one's employer, I shall not. Indeed,
I shall cry "Huzzah!" for the makers of Philip Morris. I shall
cry "Huzzah!" and "Bon appttitl" and "Stout Fellows!"
But I digress. For our first lesson in social science, let us turn
to the study of economics, often called the queen of the social
sciences. (Sociology is the king of the social sciences. Advertising is the jack.) Economics breaks down into two broad general
classifications:/!) coins; 2) folding money. But before taking
«p these technical aspects, let us survey briefly the history of
economics.
Economics was discovered by the Englishman, Adam Smith.
He published his theories in 1Z78, but everybody giggled so hard
that Smith, blushing hotly, gave up the whole thing and went
into the cough drop business with his brother.
For long years after that, economics lay neglected while the
world busied itself with other things, like the birth of Victor
Hugo, the last days of Pompeii, and the Bunny Hug.
Then one day while flying a kite during a thunderstorm, the
American Henry George (also called Thorstein Veblen) discovered the law of diminishing returns, and then, boy,.the fat
was in the fire! Before you could say "knife," the Industrial
Revolution was on! Mechanization and steam power resulted in
prodigies of production. For example, a Welsh artisan named
Dylan Sigafoos before the Industrial Revolution used to make
horseshoes by hand at the rate of four a day. After the Industrial Revolution, with the aid of a steam engine, Sigaf oos was
able to make entire horses.

By FRANK ANDERSON
ing arrangement in the dining hall? Just
—EXPERIMENTS, DANCE WISE

STOP THE MANEUVERS
When the military ceased being the ruling influence in the lives of Clemson men,
most students accepted the change gracefully and busily went about setting up new
ideals by which to chart their fulsome lives.
There were certain persons, however, who
never got over the change; in their lives
was left a dark void, a gap in the mind, an
unfilled section of the soul.
As time progressed the void was filled by
more mundane things, and the remaining
portions of the soul gradually were corroded by the mundane things dumped into
the aforementioned void. But the gap in
the mind grew collectively, and at last
produced a substitute for the past glory
of the military regime.
"If we can't play soldier to our heart's
desire, why not set up our own military?"
reasoned some who had been nursing a
void through the long, hot summer. "And
what more impressive way of displaying
our military is there than having a.iullscale war?" questioned others. "What, indeed?" responded the last group (a radical
bunch who had turned to reading Max
Schulman as a substitute for field and technical manuals). And so it was generally
agreed that a war should be staged and
fought.
At first a few difficulties arose. After
all, it was rather ridiculous for ten men to
be staging a war among themselves. But
a solution to this was quickly found. The
terrible ten secretly declared war on the
student body as a whole, and opened hostilities immediately. Due to the lack of
regular firearms, action was almost entirely by bulk demolitions.
Now, every night the dorms rock to the
rhythmic blast of black powder, with the
rattle of the windows providing the treble accompaniment. Students rest uneasily,.nerves set to answer the alarm or resist the shock of another sharp explosion.
And meanwhile the secret army, dreams of
military glory reflected in their wild
glances, plot along. TNT, anyone?

a few days after an initial arrangement was
inaugurated it vanished. It must have been
us that threw a monkey wrench into the
machinery, because we are the ones that
could have made it work. Not all of us
helped to destroy this worthwhile arrangement, but of course it doesn't take
Granted, Ralph Marterie and his orches- but a few bull-headed nitwits to mess
tra is much more expensive than the run something like that up.
of the mill band, therefore the tickets are
If this system is ever tried again I think
going to be slightly higher than they were
for the Rat Hop last month. Still the dance the student body ought to demand that a
As everyone knows, RALPH
organization "has priced the tickets at a few tables (or perhaps cells) be set up out MARTERIE will be. playing for
in the parking lot behind the dining hall the Homecoming Ball. I hope
bare minimum.
that the students realize that the
for those few individuals who insist in name
bands that have been playThe biggest change noticed in the price causing confusion for the rest of us.
ing since last year's Midwinter
Ball have been among the best
tickets is the price of the block tickets. A
in the nation and were the best
block ticket for Homecoming will cost the —SENIOR SECTION—HA! HA! HA!
available at thetime. This is
one more step in bringing Clemstudent $6.00, where if you bought a ticket
There sure were some cute seniors sit- son up to the standards of a
to the Friday night dance for $3.50 and one ting in the senior section at the Wake For- truly great college.
Downbeat Magazine's "Star
to the Saturday night informal for $4.00, it est football game last Saturday. It was Time"
column has the following
would cost you a grand total of $7.50. A actually hard to find a senior sitting near to say about the "Downbeat Orchestra":
little subtraction shows you that you save the place.
"It has been a little more than
two years since Down Beat mag$1.50 by buying a block ticket rather than
azine selected Ralph Marterie
$.50 saved at previous dances. Those peoInstead there was a mixture of all types as "the Down Beat orchestra"
ple having dates won't be the only ones and breeds present. To my knowledge, and began to follow his career
closely in the hope of (1) learnbenefitting from this proposition. Some- there are no grey-headed seniors with ing about some of the ailments
one going to the dance stag both nights wives and kids going to school here at of the dance band industry and
(2) seeing what difficulties and
will save $.50 with the purchase of a block Clemson. These along with grammar woes might lie in store for an
ticket.
school kids through juniors here at Clem- orchestra setting out in troubled
times.
son constituted the majority of the infring- "At that time, Ralph had only
This is the first time in recent memory ers.
recently given up a comfortable
job as staff trumpeter on the
that* the Central Dance Association has
Chicago ABC outlet to try his
attempted to lower the price of their block
It is up to us to keep this section for hand at becoming a leader.
Several records he had made for
ducats so radically. It is being used this ourselves and the problem is going to be Mercury
with a studio orchestra
dance more or less as an experiment and multiplied many times for the forthcoming had not only sold encouragingly
but stirred up enough inthe results will tell us whether it will hap- Maryland tussle on November 12. With well,
terest among ballrooms and colpen again. So it is left up to us whether or a sell-out crowd expected for that game leges in the area to warrant taking a chance at quitting ABC
not we will continue to have such reason- there will be many people attempting to and hitting the road.
able price tags on our dance tickets.
get our rightful seats. That is one game I "A couple of months after the
Down Beat orchestra went on
am sure all of us want to have choice seats, the road in earnest, it got its
—SOMEBODY GOOFED AND IT COULD but to get them we are going to have to let
people know that the student section next
POSSD3LY HAVE BEEN US
"What happened to the permanent seat- to the fence is for us and nobody else.
The Central Dance Association is attempting something radically new for the
Homecoming Ball, as far as tickets are
concerned. They are offering the best financial deal to the students that this college has seen in many years.

SO HERE IT IS
Certain quarters have been reported
muttering in recent weeks that this column fills space admirably, but ought to offer a little constructive criticism now and
again. So here is our unadulterated suggestion for the week.
How about 'Scratching just a bit of the
paint off the doors located on the student
center end of the halls? Or more specifically, scratching some of the paint off of
the windows in these doors.
The paint serves excellently for protecting the privacy of the college inmates, and
limiting observation from outside the
dorms to what can be seen through the
transparent windows in the dorms. To
ramble back to our original path of
thought, the paint on the door windows is
a little too effective. A student on his way
to class, proceeding at a velocity just under that of light in free space, can do grievous damage to a fellow student approaching the same door from the side towards
which it swings. Even a normal student,
proceeding with a velocity just under that
of the flow rate of that proverbial highviscosity liquid during the first month of
the year, can flatten the features of another going the other way.
Now if there were to be scratched in the
paint a small rectangle, one could see from
either side of the door whether or not someone else were approaching from the other
side. This would save a good many bruised noses, sprained fingers, and split kneecaps. At the same time it would preserve
our modesty against all but the most inquisitive visitor. And we wouldn't have
to approach that door from the outside as
if it were a bear-trap of high retaining
power.
OVERHEARD
"Wonder why everybody is so polite
all of a sudden just because they put blue
and white china on the table?"
"Are those'waiters just absent-minded,
or did they forget us again on purpose?"
"You mean blue slips come out next
week?"

:-: DISC-O-PATION

A Word To The Wise
By DICK ELLIOTT,
Assistant Student Chaplain

When I was a freshman there was a boy
in my company who was very active in
his Wednesday night church organization.
He was known all over the campus for his
leadership ability and his interest in religion. But evening watch was held about
three doors down from his room weekly
". tattoos WsfMeiofoateentire korsesand Jie never attended. Morning watch
was
held every morning in the old barAnd so it went—factories rising.from the plains, cities burgeoning around the factories, transport and commerce keeping racks chapel and I never saw him there. I
pace—until today, thanks to economics, we have smog, depres- went to Sunday school at his church and I
sions, and economics textbooks at $5.50.
emt shuimu. MM
never saw him there. I wondered then
The makers of Philip Morris, xho bring you thit column, are no and I wonder now why his religion didn't
economists, but they do understand supply and demand. You demand gentle smoking pleasure; toe supply the cigarette that has it— reach down into the small groups.
Philip Morris, of corris!
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glamour of Wednesday night crowds, conventions, conferences, retreats, deputations, etc. that we lose sight of our goal.
We go to conferences and talk actively and
deeply about problems of religion on our
campus, but often we come back to our
' campus without those beautiful theories.
I question the motives involved—perhaps
God does, too.

Don't get to be such a "religious wheel"
that the really important values are pushed
into the background. If you're a leader in
your church group, your responsibility is
much greater than is your follower's. Are
you going to lead your fellow students to
God on Wednesday night and leave him to
find
God alone the rest of the week?
It's easy to become so involved in the

::-

By Mack MeDaniel
first major break. The Marterie
disc of "Pretend" hit the shops
and became the first dance band
instrumental in many years to
top the hit parade.
"Thep, just as "Pretend" had
about faded from the picture,
Marterie tapped the jackpot
once more with his infectious,
up-tempo "Caravan" which
leaped to a million sales.
"Since that time, Ralph has
been working steadily—mostly
one-niters with occasional location stands like the Hollywood
Palladium and Chicago's Melody
Mill sandwished in. And his
Mercury recordings of "Crazy,
Man, Crazy," "Skokiaan," and
"Maybelline" have kept him on
the sales charts.
"With many signs pointing to
a big resurgence in dance band
popularity, Marterie now has
the experience and know-how to
capitalize on it in a big way. He
is, as they say, in business to
stay.
"Jazz: literature—A raft of
new books on jazz will be available soon. Just out is LEONARD FEATHER'S "The Encyclopedia of Jazz" which consists
of 1065 biographies plus photos
and articles on jazz.
"Readied for release early
next year are: MARSHALL
STEARNS' history of jazz, "The
Story of Jazz"; ANDRE HODIER's analytical work, "Jazz: Its
Evolution and Essence"; and an
anthology of writings about jazz,
both fictional and nonfictional,
edited by RICHARD GEHMAN

The

and EDDIE CONDON entitled
"The Eddie Condon Book of
Jazz."
..-"Concerts—The next big jazz
concert tour to kick off will be
the Associated Booking Corp's.
"Modern Jazz Show of "56" featuring the DAVE BRUBECK
quartet, GERRY MULLIGAN
and his sextet, CARMEN McRAE, and the AUSTRALIAN
JAZZ QUARTET. It will begin
Nov. 4 and cover the East and
Midwest with the possibility of
a Western tour also. New York's
Birdland niteclub is putting together a jazz tour to start in
February. Already lined up are
SARAH VAUGHAN, AL HIBBLER, the COUNT BASIE band,
MILES DAVIS, BUD POWELL,
JOHNNY SMITH, CANDIDO,
and LESTER YOUNG.
"Records — Capitol records
are spearheading a return to
big band music by releasing
new albums by STAN KENTON,
WOODY
HERMAN,
LES
BROWN, HARRY JAMES, LES
BAXTER, DUKE ELLINGTCty
and RAY ANTHONY which will
be accompanied by an intensive
promotional campaign. Altotenor saxist SONNY STITT has
recorded a new 12" LP for Roost
using alto only ... trumpeter
HOWARD McGHEE signed by
Bethlehem to a three-year exclusive contract . . . tenor saxist
JACK MONTROSE pacted by
Atlantic. These are the latest
five-star jazz LP's as selected
by Down Beat:
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Student Assembly

Visitors to the Agricultural Fair held last weekend had an opportunity to view many of the
activities and projects of the Agricultural De-

partment at Clemson. Jack Langston and
Professor 'Warnoff admire one of the exhibits.
(TIGER photo by Bob Huey.)

Engineering Posts
To The Seniors Offered
Students
By Johnny Blackmon

CAPS, GOWNS, AND
INVITATIONS
Orders will be taken for caps,
gowns and invitations for those
seniors graduating in January
during the last part of this
month. The exact dates will be
announced later.
Every year there is a good deal
of confusion over the ordering of
these articles. Either someone
doesn't know the dates of the
ordering periods, or didn't bring
the money with him or for some
reason has to change his order.
We realize that part of tfte fault
lies in the way the advertising is
handled and this year every effort will be made to ensure that
everyone knows the time and
place. Announcements will be
made in the dining hall, in the
Tiger, posters will be placed in
convenient locations, and postcards will be mailed to the individuals concerned.
Every graduating senior must
rent a cap and gown. The rental
fee on caps and gowns is $3.50
including tassels. The $.50 on
the tassels will be refunded after the ceremony to those who
do not wish to keep the tassels.
In order to speed up the ordering
process, it would help if students
write their name, height, weight
and cap size on a piece of paper
and have it available when making their order.
The regular style invitations
Will be sold 7 fo» $1.00, and $.19
in odd lots. The other two types
are the combination souvenir
and invitation booklets, which
have always been a favorite as
a special invitation for parents,
girl friends and special friends.
These booklets contain an invitation page, a class role by
schools, and several pictures of
scenes about the school.
The
price on these booklets are cardboard booklets, 3 for $1.00 or
$.35 in odd lots, and leather
booklets $.75 each. If possible,
there will be a display of the different types a week before the

PRIZES
(Continued from Page 1)
cosmetics are made from wool
by-products aroused a great
deal of interest. The new equipment for the meats lab was presented in tour form.
Many people were amazed
by the large quantity of feeds
required to produce 100 pounds
of beef, pork, or lamb, as demonstrated in the feed requirements display.
The tour -ended with a display of the Block and Bridle
activities and a display of the
courses taken by animal husbandry majors, with the jobs
available to graduates of this
department.
On starting recruit training,
new Marines are given a series
of scientific tests to determine
in what field of duty they are
best qualified for.
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

The United States Civil Service Commission has announced
an examination for Highway Engineer Trainee positions paying
$3,415 and $4,345 a year, in the
Bureau of Public Roads located
throughout the United States.
To qualify, applicants must
have completed their third or
fourth year of a professional enengineering curriculum in civil
engineering (or expect to complete such study by September
30, 1956), or they must have had
at least 4 years of progressive
experience in civil engineering^
A written test will be given.
Further information and application forms may be obtained
from the U. S. Civil Service Commission, Washington 25, D. C.
Applications must be filed with
the Board of U. S. Civil Service
Examiners, Bureau of Public
Roads, Department of Commerce,
Washington 25; D. C. They must
be received, or postmarked, not
later than January 24, 1956.
Also, a new examination is
now open for Student Trainee
positions in the fields of physics, metallurgy, chemistry,
Cartography, engineering,
mathematics, meteorology, and
oceanography, the U. S. Civil
Service Commission has announced. The jobs are in the
Potomac River Naval ComThe Duke University Law mand and in various other
School is offering five Regional Federal agencies in WashingScholarships worth a maximum ton, D. C.» and the nearby area,
and pay from $2,690 to $3,415 a
of $3,000 each to the outstand- year.
ing students in North and South
College students who have
Carolina, Dean J. A. McClain completed (or will complete
announced here today.
within 9 months of filing applicaUnderway for the second tion) either one, two, or three
year, the scholarship program years of study leading to a bachwill provide five $1,000 awards elors degree with major study in
for study in the Duke Law one of the optional fields listed
School during the 1956-57 acade- above may apply. The program
mic year. Each award will be consists of periods of on-the-job
renewable for the two succeed- training at a Federal agency aling years of law provided the ternating with attendance at a
holder maintains a high scholas- cooperative college or university.
tic average and demonstrates in- In some fields, trainees may be
creasing professional promise.
employed only during the sumThe scholarship will be award- mer months and attend college
ed on the basis of intellectual during the entire school year.
ability, character, and potential- Written tests will be given.
ity for leadership in the legal Further information and approfession, Dean McClain said plication forms may be obtained
Residents of North and South from the U. S. Civil Service ComCarolina who will hold bache- mission, Washington 25, D. C.
lors' degrees from recognized Applications must be filed with
colleges by September, 1956, and the Board of U. S. Civil Service
who attain general scholastic Examiners for Scientific and
averages of "B" or higher are Technical Personnel of the Poeligible to compete. Deadline tomac River Naval Command,
for applying is March 1, 1956. Building 72, Naval Research
Laboratory, Washington, D. C,
Each applcant must take the and will be accepted until April
Law School Admission Test, ad 18, 1956.
ministered by the Educational
Testing Service, Princeton, N. J,
It will be given at the University
of North Carolina and the University of South Carolina on
Nov. 12, 1955, and Feb. 18, 1956.
The February test will also be
given at Duke. Applications for
taking this test should be made
at least 10 days in advance.
Information concerning the
Law School Scholarships may be
obtained by writing to the Office of the Dean, Duke University Law School, Durham, N. C.

actual ordering period. 3% sales
tax must be added to the cost.
Engraved personal cards will
be sold also, for anyone desiring
them.
Money must be paid when
the order is placed. This policy
came about because, in the past,
every year some orders were
placed and never picked up. The
senior class had to pay for these
orders out of its treasury.
The procedure will be as follows: there will be a three-day
order period to allow everyone
ample time to place his order.
When the orders are back, announcements will be made concerning the time to pick them
up. This will be at least three
weeks before graduation. Both
gowns and invitations will be
given out at the same time.
Immediately following the
graduation ceremony, caps and
gowns will be turned in to one
of the clubrooms in the student
center as specified later. Anyone desiring t,o turn in his tassel
for the $.50 refund may do so at
this time.

Scholarships
Offered At Duke
To Study Law

By Hugh McLaurin
Voices of discontent continued to be heard in the Student Assembly concerning the seating arrangement for the
Carolina-Clemson game. A committee was set up prior
to the game to find out the reason for the change; however, because of the short period of time, nothing could
be done.
The committee will continue to'operate with the hope
of finding a more favorable method for next year's game.
Committee members are Bill Dunn, Powers McElveen
and Jimmy Jones. They are asking support and suggestions from the student body.
Clemson's Renaissance continues and along with it,
a growing Student Body. Memorial Stadium hasn't as
yet made room for the Student Body growth. The
size of the student section remains the same.
The possibility of increasing the section's size was discussed. This enlargement could be made by moving the
fence that now serves to divide the student section from
the high school section.
During all games played in Memorial Stadium this year,
many students have been forced to find seats in areas
other than those designated for them.
Ballots are now being printed for voting on the Student Body Constitution amendments. These ballots
will be distributed on the halls by members of the
Student Assembly during the latter part of this week.
In order for the proposed amendments to become law,
they must be passed by a two-thirds majority of the Student Body. This means that over two thousand students
must vote for the amendments before they can become
law. These changes will govern you directly and only
with your help can these changes be enacted.

i. H. Helser Speaks Two Professors'
At Clemson House Student Will
J. Henry Helser, President of
the Investment Management
firm bearing his name, met with
Clemson clients of J. Henry Helser & Co., for the first time personally, on Wednesday, November 2. He analyzed the coming
business year by delving "Inside
1956" in a speech during the 7:00
p. m. public dinner at Clemson
House. Co-speaker Pierre Bretey, considered the nation's
foremost railroad securities
analyst, forcasted "The Outlook
For Railroads In 1956." John T.
Bregger, Clemson representative
of the Helser Company since
1953, served as host and toastmaster.
Helser also addressed the
Clemson College Sage, Club at
7:30 p. m., Tuesday, November
1 and the Seneca Rotary Club at
the Oconee Inn in Seneca at 1:00
p. m., Thursday, November 3,
on the topic "Is Our Economy
Stable?"
Mr. Helser's speech—"Inside
1956" — dealt with America's
steady economic and industrial
trend toward automation, standardization, and other new manufacturing techniques which are
contributing to an ever-increasing gross national product, beyond the vision of the most gross
optimist.
Helser, a cautious
optimist, believes that a continuance of national and world prosperity lies ahead, and corroborated his belief with statistical
documentation.
'John T. Bregger, Clemson
orchard consultant, is a graduate of Michigan State University
and a former executive of the
Soil Conservation Service. He
established his consulting ser
vice in Clemson in 1952. President of the Seneca Rotary Club,
Bregger is also past-President

Present Papers

Two Clemson professors and
a graduate student will present
papers at the Southeastern Regional meeting of the American
Chemical Society in Columbia
November 3-5.
Dr. A. N. J. Heyn, Professor
of Natural and Synthetic Fibers,
will present a paper entitled
"The Micro-Crystalline Structure
of Cellulose Fibers".
"An Investigation of Geometrical Isomerism in Dibenzalacetone" will be discussed by Dr.
J. G. Dinwiddie, Associate Professor of Chemistry, and W. J.
Day, a graduate student in
chemistry who will receive his
master of science degree in January.

Great Books
Discussion Club
Meets Tonight
The Clemson great books discussion group will meet on
Thursday night at eight o'clock
in Room 205, Chemistry Building. This is the fourth year of
continuous meetings for the
group which is composed of
housewives, businessmen, teachers and research workers..
Miss Norma Pearson will lead
the discussion on Sextus Empericus and "Outlines of Pyrrhonism". A research worker in the
USDA Cotton Fiber Laboratory
at Clemson, Miss Pearson holds
a doctorate in botany.
All interested persons in the
area are invited to attend this
discussion.
of the American Pomological Society—oldest horticultural group
in America.

Mm,ikak

ManiTir
It's a psychological fort:
Pleasure helps your disposition.
If you're a smoker, remember
— more people get moro
pure pleasure from Camels
than from any other cigarette I

No other cigarette is so

BILL
WALTERS
Homecoming
Nov. 11-12 ,
"THIS IS THE MOST IjWaCTANT CLASS YOjAL BE TAKlrVfi-

to IU «PKT AijTTLFexrsA wtpfmw THIS TIKM.*

rich-tasting, yet so mildl

Langston. Second row: James Smith, John
Wymen, Robert Burnett, David Borchert, and
Bill DuBose. (TIGER photo by Bob Huey.)

:-; Veteran's Corner ;-;
Here are authoritative answers
from the Veterans Administration to four questions of interest
to former servicemen and their
families:
Q. I am drawing monthly disability compensation payments
from VA, and I also am paying
monthly premiums on my GI insurance. Would there be any
way for VA to deduct enough
money out of my compensation
to take care of my insurance premiums, so that I wouldn't have
to bother with them every
month?
A. Yes. So long as your disability compensation checks are
large enough to cover your GI
insurance premiums, you may
apply to VA to have the premiums taken out of your compensation.
Q. I am a Korea veteran and
I have just been discharged from
service. I plan to apply for Korean GI term insurance within
120 days from my separation.
Will I have to take a, physical
examination?
A. No. A physical examination
is not required. All you need do
is file an application and pay
your first premium—within 120
days after your separation.
Q. If I buy a house with a GI
loan, is the salesman's commission considered a part of the
closing costs or a part of the
purchase price of the house?
A. The salesman's commission
is considered as a part of the
purchase price of the house. The
sales price including the commission may not exceed the "reasonable value" as set by VA.
Q. I understand a veteran's
Korean GI training entitlement
can be extended if it runs out
when he is more than half-way
through his semester at school.
TOYS - - MODELS - HOBBIES
SPORTING GOODS
Come in -- Browse oround - Make DeLaney's your headquarters in Greenville. . . Lionel tran
service repair. . Lay away now
for Christmas. ■

What about on-the-job training?
Can entitlement be extended
here, too?
A. No. GI training entitlement
may not be extended for veterans taking on-the—job training.
Veterans living In this area
who wish further information
about their benefits should write
the VA Regional Office, 1801 Assembly Street, Columbia, S. C,
or see their County Service Officer.

Sporting Goods
The Best in Sports - - For the
Sportman
24 College St., Greenville, S. C.

Q. I am planning to go to
school this fall under the Korean
GI Bill. Ifj: get a part-time job
to supplement my GI training
pay, will my monthly allowance
be cut?
A. No. Outside earnings have
no bearing whatsoever on your
GI education allowance. Veterans in school will receive the
full rate of allowance regardless
of how much they earn. In fact,
they need not even report earnings to the VA.

TIONAL CARBON COMPANY

TRADEMARK

offers career opportunities for the

MEN OF '56
ENGINEERS
CHEMISTS
PHYSICISTS

Ceramic • Chemical • Civil
Electrical • Industrial
Mechanical • Metallurgical

America's foremost manufacturer of carbon and graphite
electrodes and anodes, impervious graphite, brushes for
motors and generators, dry cells and flashlights, arc carbona
and a wide variety of other industrial products offers positions to B.S. and M.S. graduates in the fields listed above.
Positions are available at National Carbon Company"*
15 factories, located in the following states: Iowa, New York,
North Carolina, Ohio, Tennessee, West Virginia and Vermont and throughout the country in our sales organization.
Interesting, rewarding careers in research, process and
product development, production and methods engineering,
product and process control, machine development, plant
engineering and sales. A National Carbon representative
will be on campus —

NOVEMBER 9TH
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
A Division of
Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

CVEREAOY

DeLANEY'S

When the Big Game is done
And your home-team has won...
To have the most fun-have a CAMEL!

by Dick Bibler

li'iiliii'iiiy

The new Alpha Zeta initiates are (first row,
left to right) Billy Ragsdale, Ned Huggins, S.
A. Harvin, Ben McDaniel, John Hicks, Jack

TRADE-MARKS

BRAND
IMPERVIOUS GRAPHITI

PRESTONE
BRAND

•MINt^llVIS-

BATTERIES

ANTI-FREEZE
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Bengals Down Deacons In Hard Fought Battle
Pagliei, Smith Are
Players Of Week
For Wake Forest Till
One of the hardest decisions
made in the past week was that
of the best back in the Wake
Forest game. Wells, Pagliei,
O'Dell and Bussey all showed
that they were top notch contenders for the title.
Right halfback Joe Pagliei, a
senior from Clairton, Pa., played
his best game of his college career against the Deacons last
Saturday. He gained 95 yards
while carrying 15 times as well
as doing more than his share of
hard tackling and extra blocking.
Joe's winning the "back of the
week" award goes to prove that
the Tigers are very strong in
the backfield this year. Each
week a different 'man has been
chosen for the honors.
The 200 pound Pennsylvanian
uses his size as well as his unusual speed to the full advantage in his drives for extra yardage each time he carries. Joe
scored on fourth down with five
yards to go from sixteen yards
out in the third period with
Clemson trailing 7-0. He had
to carry two tacklers over with
him to score.
Willie Smith, a junior end
from Spartanburg, duplicated his
fine play of the Carolina game
with his sterling blocking and
rugged defensive tackling to caplure the title of "lineman of the
week". Willie's number came
up to block Wake Forest's big
All American tackle Bob Bartholomew and block he did. All
afternoon Willie handled the big
tackle like a professional.
Willie has one more year to
play for the Tigers and he is
expected to be even better in his
third year of college football.

Baby Bengals Trounce Wake
Forest By Score Of 41 to 19
The powerful freshmen team from Clemson literally
overpowered the Wake Forest eleven in a one-sided 41-19
scoring bout before 1,800 fans in Canton, N. C, last Friday. The Cubs made their second win out of four tries
as they lost only to Georgia Tech and tied Carolina.

By LOUIS JORDAN
t
WHAT A GAME
For the first time this year the Clemson Tigers had to
come from behind to win a football game. In the Wake
Forest game last Saturday, they certainly had to do more
Bill O'Dell dives into the end zone for the win- in the waning minutes of the fourth
quarter.
l
than their share. Twice in the course of the contest did
ning touchdown of the game against Wake For- (TIGER photo by Bob Huey.)
est. This TD gave Clemson a six point edge
the Tigers have to overpower the Deacons to regain the
lead.
, This took the kind of spirit that the fans love to watch.
Not a single member of the Clemson team gave up just because they were not out front on the scoreboard. -Not only did the players refuse to give up, but a lot of credit
goes to the cheering section for the fine support they gave
the Tigers on both ends of the score.
By Louis Jordan
Of course the tense Tiger rooters had plenty to cheer for
The Clemson Tigers had to work hard last Saturday
all through the game. The backfield showed plenty of
afternoon in the bright sunshine and then in overcast skies
sparkle on numerous occasions as the powerful backs
to come from behind twice to defeat the Demon Deacons
drove through the line.. The Clemson forward wall was
of Wake Forest. The best pass defense in the Atlantic
very strong as they came up with beautiful blocking to
Coast Conference gave little ground to the best pass ofallow their co-horts room to show their stuff.
fense in the same league as the Bengal secondary was conOf course, all didn't go the way the Clemson fans would
Tuesday night, November 1
tinuously batting down passes all afternoon.
the Clemson College varsity bashave liked for them to go. There were several penalties,
Several times there was doubt
ketball team reported for their
in the minds of the crowd of Tigers had the ball.
a couple of fumbles and other odds and ends which
first official practice. Coach
Wells
moved
good
but
had
the
twenty
thousand
fans
as
to
dimmed the Tiger glory at times. These timely mistakes
whether the defense could stop ball jarred from his grip and Banks McFaddin called . this
practice in order that he might
of the game often throw things out of balance and the
the offense in this battle for Wake Forest recovered on the
get his first look at what is exsupremacy at Clemson Memorial 40.
wrong team wins. Several times this was the case for
pected to be South Carolina's
Carpenter
was
now
directing
Stadium.
Wake
Forest
scored
the Tigers, but, with great winning spirit they came roarmost improved basketball team
on the Tigers late in the sec- the Deacons and passes began to
The Tigers will have back on
ing back to offset their mistakes.
ond half for the first touchdown fly. He hit Whims on the 11.
of the day, and this was another From there Wake's halfback this year's team high scoring
NOT SO NEXT TIME
reason the fans doubted the Parham swept wide around left Bill Yarborough, who will find
With only four games left to play this season, many
end and into the end zone. Wake plenty of help in Tom Cameron
Tigers.
people have great ideas and ideals for this great Clemson
Two halfbacks and a fullback Forest passed for the extra point. a transfer student, and sophoteam. These ideas all lean toward Florida and ORANGE
The Tigers took the kickoff more Vince Yockel.
played the starring role in a
Ed Brinkley is returning to
and
bounced back to the 22 bethrilling
episode
which
kept
the
JUICE. Now, there is not a single soul alive today who
stands on their feet. Big Bill fore having their sustained drive the hardwood and Gene Seay
has any Tiger blood in his veins at all that would not give
O'Dell at fullback and the pow- halted and the ball turned over from North Greenville will also
his eye tooth to see Clemson get a bowl bid.
erful halfback Joel Wells and to the Deacs. There was not be back. All of last year's varJoe Pagliei churned up the turf enough time to do much and the sity with the exception of Barry
Even so, Clemson can't get there by just wishing. Still
on more than one play which clock ran out with Wake Forest Ryan, will be back, but mostly
ahead is a very rough and rugged road.
Auburn and
set the Tigers up for their third leading the Clemson Tigers 7-0. to form a second team which
Maryland are the two biggest question marks in the TiClemson kicked to Wake will" give the Tigers depth that
conference win of the season.
ger schedule at the present moment, with V. P. I. being As basketball season nears the Clemson began the day by win- Forest for the opening of the they- need on the floor at all
period. Wake returned times.
a strong dark horse. All three of these games are poten- starting point, the freshman bas- ning the toss of the coin at the third
The Tigers will have a tour
pre-game ceremonies and elect- to the 34. On the first play
ketballers
are
preparing
to
betial blotches on the near perfect record that the Tigers
from scrimmage the Deacs of bowl games during the
gin their practice. Already there ing to receive.
fumbled and Kaltenbach re- Christmas holidays. They will
now hold. They cannot be taken too lightly.
Joe Pagliei took the kickhave been many prospective
participate in the annual CarJust one fumble, one penalty at the wrong time could freshmen players passing a bas- off in the end zone and ran it covered for the Tigers.
The Bengals took advantage rousel Bowl in Charleston, the
out
to
the
twenty.
From
there
ketball
around
among
themselves
be the deciding factor in such tense games. The Tigers
and also going over to the field the game got under way. In of their first big break and be- Gator Bowl in Jacksonville, and
are on the threshold of a glorious year that will go down house in the afternoons to prac- four quick plays the Tigers gan their bid for a score. Pagliei the Senior Bowl at Mobile.
All of these games will give
were on the 40 with Wells, came through with six, O'Dell
as one of the best in Clemson history. Nothing should tice their shooting.
with eight and Wells with three. the new Tiger basketballers exO'Dell
and
Pagliei
doing
the
The
freshmen
team
is
open
to
spoil it. Mistakes are made that they may be corrected.
any Clemson freshman who work. O'Dell broke through Two plays later Joe Pagliei took perience and possibly be the beSo goes the mistakes that were made in the Wake Forest wants to try out. Many of the the line to the Wake Forest 44 the wheels and rolled around his ginning of a march to the congame. They will be corrected and the plays perfected so top college basketball players for the first down. Wells and right end and over the goal for ference crown.
a touchdown. Charlie Bussey
that no minor error can rob a well deserving bunch of foot- come from boys who could never Pagliei tried two more times tried for the extra point but The Tigers took the kickoff
for
short
yardage
and
Bussey
a scholarship, but had the
ball players and football fans the climax they want. On get
desire to play so they went out passed incomplete. Pagliei missed. Wake Forest still lead and returned to their 42 and
Pagliei drove for 11. Wells came
to victory for the roaring Clemson team, is the only sound for kicks.
kicked and the ball rolled dead 7-6.
The
Deacons
took
the
kickoff
around and broke loose for 18
Coach
"Rock"
Norman
has
on
the
17.
coming from the haunts of the Tigers.
Nick Consoles tried his luck but were forced to punt. The to the Wake Forest 23.
announced
that
all
the
freshman
FOR THE IPTAY
O'Dell went for about nine
who wish to try out will report with running plays and then Tigers got the ball on their 18.
Mr. Robert Lovett and his Tiger Band seem to have a to him in the gymnasium next with passes. He had to kick to Eleven plays later the Tiger and Bussey got five for a first
way of coming up with the right thing at the right time. Monday evening, November 7, Pagliei who handed off to Wells team had a first down on Wake's down. The ball*was on the nine
who, in turn trotted for 26 yards 18: After Wells and O'Dell when O'Dell took charge and
Comments from all over the state of South Carolina have at 6:00 p. m.
drove to the two where Bill went over from the one after
He has asked that these boys to the 41.
come back to Tigerville after the brilliant half-time spec- bring their own equipment for Big Bob Bartholomew, Wake O'Dell took over and plowed two plays.
This time Bussey's point was
the time being. Those who are Forest's candidate for all-Amer- through. Bussey had his extra
tacle put on by Mr. Lovett last Saturday.
point blocked but the Tigers as good as gold as it split the upican
tackle,
got
into
the
act
by
selected
to
remain
out
for
the
With the half-time show at Carolina still fresh in most
rights. The Tigers were leading
team will be issued the proper charging in to throw Clemson were ahead by five points.
of the Clemson IPTAY members minds, they came to uniforms and equipment at a quarterback Charlie Bussey for Things'were beginning to pop 19-13 with 2:20 left in the ball
Clemson last Saturday to witness the colorful Clemson later date.
a 16 yard loss. Another Bussey as the Deacs came fighting back. game.
pass failed and Pagliei kicked to After a series of downs and * Wake Forest got the last kickMemorial Stadium adorned with some thirty bands. Not
punts, the Deacs wound up on off of the game and could do
the Wake Forest 20.
college bands but high school bands from all over the state
One kick deserved another as offense and began to roll. Barnes nothing. Clemson got the ball
of South Carolina, from the upper part over North Carothe Deacons could do nothing scored for Wake Forest and the on the 41 yard line and ran the
through the stout Tiger line. Deacons were out front by 13-12. clock out.
lina and Georgia, putting on a program to commemorate
Clemson got the ball on their
by Dick Bibler
High School Band Day and IPTAY Day all in the same
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
20.
breath.
Following a 3 yard gain by
The Clemson Baby Bengals
Quoting Mr. Red Canup, sports editor of the ANDER- will be idle this week-end after Pagliei, Jim Coleman and Don
SON INDEPENDENT: "This, plus your half-time per- trouncing the Wake Forest King came into the ball game.
The Tigers got another first
formance at the State Fair game, make you just about the freshmen last week. They will down before they had to punt.
work hard all this week and be
most qualified man I know hereabouts for this kind of in top condition for their last Coleman had bad luck with his
presentation. Should the Tigers go to the Orange Bowl game of the season next week kick and the Deacons got the
ball on their own 34.
this year, or whenever they go, you should be given the when they meet the Blue Devil On the last play of the quar
freshmen from Duke University
opportunity for making some of the plans for the supple- at Durham, N. C, Friday after- ter big Hampton Hunter bar
mentary attractions that make football the colorful game noon, Nov. 11. Coach McMillan reled by Consoles' would-be re
sees much good in his favorite ceiver to intercept a pass and
that it is."
quarterback Mike Duke and return to the 27.
BRENT BREEDIN LEAVES
Bill O'Dell jarred the line for
Duke works well with halfbacks
For three years, the Clemson Tigers have had one per- Ruby Hayes and Floyd Lawrence 14 yards to the 13. The next
series of plays spelled disaster
son doing a full-time job of keeping the interested fans with Jim Stevens at fullback.
The line that has stopped many for the Bengals as an incomplete
knowing the status of the various athletic teams. Brent hard charging backs incdule pass and a clipping penalty set
Breedin has been situated and firmly imbedded in the field Jack Smith, Ronnie Grace, and them back to the 22. Two more
passes permitted the
house since 1952. His title was Sports Publicity Director. Don Meador at tackles and Earl incomplete
Catoe and Bob Gobble at guards Deacs to take over.
From his office came all the news released on the Tigers while Paul Snyder holds down Consoles scored his first hit
as well as comments on different affairs connected with the center position. The ends of the afternoon about midway
are continuing to show up well of the second period as he caught
sports.
with Buck Grover and Ray Mas- his end with a pass to the ClemNow Brent has decided to leave Tigerville. He will go neri doing the best work.
son 40. The drive died and the
to work in an entirely different field where he will be sta- The entire freshman foot- Deacs had to punt. The ball
tioned in Pakistan with a Texas oil company. Good luck ball team will be up for the game went out on the Clemson eleven
which will end a very good sea- but there was a penalty which
to you, Brent, and may you always have the winning Ti- son for the freshmen. So far gave Wake 15 and a first down.
ger spirit.
they have won two games while
Consoles was still not hitting
losing only to the powerful his passers as they were covered
AND WHAT NOW???
Georgia Tech freshmen and all the way. Dick Marazza broke
For a while, there was quite an interest in the prospects fighting the Baby Bantams from to catch Consoles on the six.
"THERE HE GOES- GRAND5TANCXN6 ASMN."
of some sort of an oranization on the campus to support Carolina to a draw.
Wake Forest had to punt and the
the Clemson spirit. Of course there is still a great deal of
BUT )
talk of such a club, but there have been no great steps takTHAT *"•
^FARLtSS^OSDlCK
en toward forming one.
WOULD BE
ILLEGAL!.'
Mr. Joe Young, of the architectural department, has
ONLV AN IMBECILE WOULD BE.
MY
DISTURBED BV SUCH A
t~
NAME IS
' said that he is most highly interested in such an organiMESSAGE-G-GAD.?-vmAT h
IMOGENE,
s
zation and will help with the details as things progress.
A DISTURBING ^>
M-MESSAGE.7
I think that not only is there need of an organization
such as this for the students' welfare, but also for the welfare of Clemson College. As time goes by, the organization would become instrumental in all student affairs, not
only in student affairs but also in the entertainment of
many ideas which have not been brought out through other means.
I'm sure that Mr. Young will give good advice to those
WILOeCCn-CBEAM-Ort- KEEPS HAIR .
MEAT BUT NEVEB-COt»r>GREASi'r
who have ideas which run along these lines.

Frosh Basketball
To Start In Gym
Monday Night

Strong Line, Rampaging
Backs Determined Victor
Varsity Basketball
Now Underway For
1955 - 56 Season

Floyd Lawrence of Satville,'
Va. executed a 75-yard run in
the first quarter to give the Tiger
Cubs their first score of the
game.
Second string quarterback Ted
Mosely of Atlanta threw his
third touchdown pass of the year
in the second period for a 15
yard play to the goal line with
end Ken Lee of Heflin, Ala., doing the receiving. Half back
Don Gilpin of Connellville, Pa.,
drove eight yards in the same
quarter to get the Baby Bengals third touchdown. He set
up his own TD with a 60 yard
drive. Horace Turbeville of
Camden did the honors of the
converting and made two points.
The Baby Bengals had a 20-0
lead at the end of first half.
In the third period, the first
team for the Tigers had their
big backs — quarterback Mike
Duke of Atlanta, halfbacks Rudy
Hayes of- Pickens and Floyd
Lawrence and Jim Stevens of
Green wood—racked up a quick
fourth touchdown. Hayes drove
over from the twelve.
Don Gilpin scored his second
of the afternoon after picking
up a bounced pitchout from
Mosely. He had to dodge in and
out of a half dozen would be
tacklers to race 60 yards to the
goal line.
Jarring halfback Jim Stevens
accounted for the final touchdown from four yards out climaxing a 20 yard drive that featured quarterback Duke. Ted
Mosely split the uprights for the
extra point.
The Wake Forest freshmen
were held to a minus yardage
by the rugged freshmen line
scoring one touchdown in the
third quarter when Clemson was
penalized back to its own goal
line and two others on passes in
the final frame against the Cubs
reserves. Line frosh line looked brilliant up front as ends
Buck Grover and Ray Masneri;
tackles Don Meador, Ronnie
Grace, and Jack Smith; guards
Earl Catoe and Bob Gobble and
center Paul Snyder were the
main stays.

AIRMAN.
heat mirror
jackets keep you
i*
comfortable
dn any climate!
Short t

Jacket *
only

129S

THE magic Miliunf interlining
captures your body heat..;
reflects it back to keep yon cozy
the scientific weight-free way!
Airman-tailored in luxurious
Nylo Sheen Gabardine, in youi
favorite colors..
'■'j

Men's Surcoats $15.95

Stewarf-Merritt Co.
201 N. Main St.
GREENVILLE, S. C
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Why Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr.,
reads The Reader's Digest

Clemson Frosh
Prep For Blue
Devil Game

-** Kill,

i
OKAR9H. OTTAWA

"lam told that the Digest is now published in 12 languages,
and bought each month by more than 18 million people. By
strengthening understanding among individuals, the Digest
helps people of many different nations to share their experiences and ideals. That is why I, for one, read the Digest
—and why I believe it helps create the conditions of world
peace which we all seek."— From a statement in November
Reader's Digest by the U.S. Representative to the United Nations.

In November Reader's
Digest don't miss:
26-PAGE CONDENSATION FROM $3.50 BEST-SELLER:
"CAPTAIN DREYFUS." "The Dreyfus Affair," in
which France branded an innocent man a traitor,
is perhaps the most celebrated miscarriage of justice in modern times. Here—in all its relentless
drama—is the story of the hysteria-ridden case
that placed a man, a nation and the very concept
of justice itself on trial.
THE MAKING OF A WEST POINTER. A visit to the
United States Military Academy, where "they
give you a million-dollar education free—and jam
it down your throat nickel by nickel."
WHY WOMEN ACT THAT WAY. They are clumsy at
pitching and running .(their bones aren't built
like men's). But they stand cold better than men;
hear better, too—and change their minds just half
as often! Scientific facts behind female behavior.
SEVEN WONDERS OF ENGINEERING. Dazzling look
at America's seven greatest man-made triumphs.

Get November Reader's Digest
at your newsstand today—only 2St
38 articles of lasting interest, including the best from leading
magazines and current books, condensed to save your time.
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Pagliei Sparkles In
Clemson Backfield
By Tom Anderson
Joltin' Joe Pagliei, a 200-pound halfback terror from
Clairton, Pa., played the best game of his collegiate grid
career here last Saturday afternoon as he spearheaded
Clemson's ambitious Tigers to a rousing 19-13 victory
over the stubborn Demon Deacons of Wake Forest.

Don King drops back to pass in the game
against Wake Forest last Saturday as twenty

thousand fans watched Clemson come from behind to win. (TIGER photo by Bob Huey.)

Tigers Journey To Virginia For Contest
With Cobblers During Coming Week End
The Tigers appear to be in good condition for the coming game with Virginia Politechnical Institute scheduled
to be played in Roanoke, Va., Saturday, November 5. The
Clemson team has been in heavy practice for the past few
days preparing to stop any aggressiveness given by V. P. I.
as well as counter any defense they might give.
Don King and Charlie Bussey
are alternating at quarterback
and are expected to do the same
in the coming game. Both have
shownfexcellent performances in
all the games thus far and find
this no time to quit.
Joe Pagliei am". Joel Wells will
be called on for the hard driving
power they possess and are defi-»
nite favorites for the honors of
the backfield work next week.
Big Bill O'Dell will be the big
gun at fullback in Roanoke as
he will most certainly continue
his fine work of tearing up the
opponents' line. So far this year
he has gained 425 yards, most of
them through the middle of the
line.
The backfield will be looking
to the sidelines for the able assistance of Jim Coleman at halfback and Bob Spooner and Neuf
Ankuta at fullback as the game
progresses. Ankuta has been on
the injury list for the better
p:.rt of the season but will be in
condition for this tilt.
As always, the big Clemson
line is expected to account for
many yards as they continue with
their fine blocking and hard
tackling. The line held the Wake
Forest team to a minimum of 96
yards rushing.
The main elements of the line
against the V. P. I. eleven next
Saturday will be B. C. Inabinet
af1 d Dick Marazza at tackles, both
of whom did splendid performances in stopping the Deacons.
Leon Kaltenbach and Earle
Greene along with John Grdijan
are tops at the guard positions
while there is discussion as to
the center spot. Wingo Avery,
Clemson defensive signal caller
and co-captain, was injured by
Wake Forest last Saturday and
big Hampton Hunter came in to
do a top rate job of filling in.
Avery should be ready but probLITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

ably won't see full time action.
These are the reasons why
Virginia Tech has to worry with
the details of trying to break
their speedy halfbacks, Dickie
Beard, Ray England and Dave
Ebert outside the line and into
the top rate Clemson secondary.
Coach Banks McFadden, who has
done the scouting of V. P. I. says
that this team looks a good bit
like the team that beat Clemson
last year in Memorial Stadium.
Dickie Beard,
who scored
twice against the Tigers last year,
has been hurt much of this season but appears to be healed of
all injuries. He is a fast back,
but Virginia Tech has two more
who are ten second men and have
the potentiality of being better
backs than Beard.
The line at V. P. I. averages
well over 200 pounds and features last years center Jack Prater.
This team is not the best team
Clemson has encountered this
year, but is far from the worst.
Clemson is on the road for a series of wins that will raise their
ratings' higher in the conference
than that of Maryland. For this
reason along with that of the
strong line and back field, Clemson is expected to defeat V. P. I.
How may one recognize a
Freshman?
One may recognize a Freshman by his bright, shiny face,
upturned, on the threshold of
education, to the sun; by his high
carried head, clear mind, girded
loins. These signs will all have
vanished by the sophomore year.
What subjects will the Freshr
man take?
The Freshman will take all required subjects and like it.
by Dick Bibler

Bob Bradley Takes
Sports Publicity
Mr. Robert Bradley, who has
long been connected with Clemson College, has been selected
to take over the post of Sports
Publicity Director recently vacated by Brent Breedin.
^
Mr. Bradley was employed7 by
the college and also graduated
from Clemson. His job will be
to see that all sports events will
be well publicized and that all
newspapers are notified of any
comments concerning the Tiger
teams. Bradley will work closely with the radio station and the
press as he will preside over the
press box at all Clemson home
football games.
Brent Breedin left last Monday
for a job with a Texas oil company, where he believes he will
be stationed in Pakistan. Most
people believe that Brent was
one of the best publicity men in
the country. He-graduates from
Washington and Lee but became
one of Clemson's most staunch
backers.
Bob Bradley has had a keen
interest in sports — especially
Clemson's sports. For this reason he is expected to take over
the job with ease.

Department Of Army
Announces Changes
It has recently been announced
by the Department of the Army
that due to the Armed Forces
Reserve Act of 1955, some Army
ROTC graduates may, in the
future, be called to six months
active duty instead of the usual
two years of active duty upon
graduation as has been the
policy in the past.
Under the new plan, newly
commissioned ROTC graduates
will be called to active duty for
either two years or for a period
of six months, at the discretion
of the Secretary of the Army.'
Those officers serving on active
duty for six months will have a
complete reserve obligation of
eight years. That is, they will
be required to stay in the Reserves until the eighth anniversary ' of their commissioning.
Those officers who are called to
active duty for two years, how'ever, will have a total service
obligation of six years or four
more years after they have completed their two years active
duty.
All Army ROTC cadets who
have signed the previous contracts or deferment agreements
will benefit from this new
change and are not required to
sign new documents.

Will the Freshman take Activities?
If Freshmen are so great a
scourge, why will they be permitted to join organizations?
Freshmen are especially useful for cleaning offices, and supplying cigarettes. The more talented will be allowed to sharpen
pencils and open windows.—SyTtf Gliys WHO WRITE UP IDE* CMAUK5 WM * WT HW ACOUOf WCM/H YET.' racuse Daily Orange.

NOTICE
Any freshman who wishes to
try out for the freshmen basketball team is asked to report
to Coach "Sock" Norman at
the field house Monday evening, Nov. 7, at 6:00 P. M. These
interested freshmen are also
asked to furnish their own
equipment until elections for
the team are made at a later
date.

's

AND HOW
Teacher—"Every one of God's
creatures is here for a useful
purpose. Now what do we learn
from the mosquito, Willie?"
Willie—"We learn from the
mosquito how easy it is to get

John C. Calhoun
and

Soda Shop
Anderson, South Carolina
Roy L. Crawford, Mgr.

Pagliei netted 95 yards with
his rhino-like charges to increase
his rushing total to a respectable
227 yards on the season. In addition to his torrid offensive
performance, "Pag" pulverized
the Deacons with vicious tackling and timely blocking. ,
Pagliei entered Clemson in the
fall of 1952 as a much soughtafter prep prospect. His accomplishments on the gridiron had
brought him state and district
laurels in Pennsylvania. Joe
chose Clemson because he "liked
the proverbial Southern hospitality." Joe is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Pagliei of Clairton.
As far as team scoring is concerned, Pagliei, who has four
touchdowns to his credit this
year, is maintining the runnerup position behind Bill O'Dell,
who has hit pay-dirt six times.
Joe has carried the mail 43 times
this season in compiling 227
yards for a formidable 5.3 rushing average. Joe has been a regular halfback for the past two
years and led the A. C. C. in
punting last fall. Joe hasn't
fully lived up to his potential,
but is experiencing his greatest
season in this, his senior year.
When asked to comment on
the Bengals' come-from-behind
conquest of Wake Forest, Pagliei
modestly replied—"because of
the line play, we came back and
won." The stocky Pennsylvanian thinks the Tigers "will go
to the Orange Bowl if the spirit
keeps up."
Clemson has imported a host
of Pennsylvania footballers recently and Joe Pagliei rates with
the best of the Yankee crop.
"Pag" has won two letters for
his meritorious pigskin performances at Tigertown.
Joe is single, stands 6:0,
weighs 200, and is 21 years old.
He is majoring in Education and
will graduate this spring with a
degree in that category.

FTA Opens Doors
For Education
Minors; Majors
All Clemson students majoring
or minoring in education are
urged to join the campus chapter
of the Future Teachers of America. This is one of the few organizations at Clemson that is
open for co-eds to join.
When one joins this chapter,
he becomes a member of the
South Carolina Education Association and the National Education Association. The dues are
$1.00 for N. E. A, $1.00 for S. C.
E. A., and $.50 per semester for
the local chapter. These are
special rates as teachers have to
pay $5.00 to N. E. A. and $7.00 to
S. C. E. A.
During this school year the
club plans to have meetings on
the second Tuesday of each
month in Room 200, Education
Building. At the next meeting,
on Tuesday, November 8, the
film, "A Way of Life", will be
shown. All prospective members
are asked to be present.

American Legion
Convention At
Clemson House
The Clemson Post No. 42 of the
American Legion is host to the
South Carolina Department of
the Legion this Saturday and
Sunday for their semi-annual fall
rally.
Department Commander John
May of Aiken and State Adjutant J. J. Bullard, will be here
as well as many other state dignitaries.
The conventions are spaced
about the state in «rder that all
Legionnaires will have the opportunity to attend the meetings
at one time or another.

Touch Football Gets
Underway With Six
Games Each Week
Intramural touch football is
well under way with six supervised games being played four
afternoons each week. Coach
"Rock" Norman has had each
field scheduled to be occupied
from 4:15 until 5:15 every afternoon.
One of the biggest troubles
with these schedules is the teams
scheduled to play not turning
up. Each team has a number
and that number is put on the
week's agenda to meet another
team with another number. If
one of the teams does not turn
out for the game then the schedule is confused as well as the
absent team having to give up
their position as well as add a
forfeit game to theii record.
Coach Norman has expressed
hjis desire to have all teams participating as much as possible.
With out the complete cooperation of each team in .the schedule, the final tournaments,
which are fx> be played at the
close of the, season, will not contain the competition that they
should.
The teams that are on top in
the competition now are numbers
four, six, seven, eight, thirteen,
thirty, thirty-six and the team
composed of boys living on Ravenel Road. Each of these teams
has won two games. Some have
lost or forfeited a game and
there are those which have only
been scheduled to play two
games thus far.
The struggle for the top position is expected to get rather
hot as the season progresses.
Those teams who are to be in the
running will have to get a move
so that they may be among the
top eight teams selected to be
in the final playoffs.
Marine Corps Aviation is both
carrier and land-based, and all
of the smaller planes are equipped with landing gears needed
for landing aboard an aircraft

IN PERSON!

Our formal wear service
is designed with
you in mind. Each
garment is neatly pressed,
freshly cleaned—
and made to fit
you correctly and the
occasion perfectly.
You'll like the
service and the prices.
Reserve your outfit for
Homecoming Ball On
Nov. 11 by Monday,
November 7th.

Laughridge's
Main at Earle St.
ANDERSON, S. C.

football game last Saturday. Her escort is
Jimmy Young. (TIGER photo by Bob Huey).

Don King Upholds Tiger Wins
During The Past Three Years
For three years Clemson has had one of the better backs
of the Atlantic Coast Conference in Don King. Don, cocaptain-quarterback of the Tigers, has been one of the
most talked-about Clemson backs in several years. Last
year he was picked by LOOK to be an all star player for
his outstanding work through the 1954 season.
His greatest honor was received in 1953 when he was recipient of the "Swede" Nelson
Sportsmanship Award. His conduct on the playing field got him
this honor as he refused to let
his teammates hit a member of
an opposing team who had an
injured leg.
Don was elected "most valuable offensive player of 1954"
by his teammates as well as being elected co-captain along
with Wingo Avery.
King, being a local lad from
nearby Anderson,' was a natural
choice of Clemson. Upon graduating -from high' school, Don
had many offers to play for
teams all over the South. He
chose Clemson where he came
as a freshman in 1952.
His freshman year, the Clemson coaches saw that they had
a little man who could capably
do a big job. Although he was
small, about 5-10 and weighing
165 pounds, the slender lad took
over the freshman team and
gained 688 yards by his lonesome.
During his sophomore and
junior year, Don continued his
sterling performances game after game. His biggest trouble is
a bad knee which has a habit of

jumping loose every now and
again. Several times in the
1953 season Don was sidelined
with such an injury but always
came back after a rest to give
another team a headache.
His favorite trick is to place
the pigskin on his thigh and
casually walk away until he
suddenly explodes and fires the
ball to an end or back while the
bewildered opponents look for
the ball.
This year Don has been injured
with the same knee since the
Rice game. Although Charlie
Bussey has filled in perfectly for
the Tiger quarterback, Don's
senior year at Clemson College
has been spoiled. But for the
winning of the Carolina game
for the first time in Don's college
history, it has been uneventful

for any spectacular play. None
other than his consistantly well
directed drives and fine passes
which have sparked the Tigers
in many victories.
Don is married and lives at
Clemson. He is majoring in
pre-med here at Clemson. At
the present he has no definite
plans after he graduates in June.

NEW
TAPERED WAIST

Sport Shirt
* French Cuffs
Button Collar
Ash GreyMint Green
Eggshell
Winter White
Light Blue

$450
ESQUIRE
SHOPS FOR MEN
218 MAIN Street
GREENVILLE, S. C.

DO YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING AT

Gene Anderson's
Anderson, South Carolina

A Campus-to-Career Case History

RALPH
MARTERIE
And His Famous
Orchestra
featuring

: M

BILL WALTERS

Hear This Famous Band
Play Their Mercury Hits
PRETEND • CARAVAN
SKOKIAAN

Complete Rental Service
FOR EVERY
FORMAL
OCCASION

Miss Betty Jane Cherry, 1956 Maid of Cotton
for South Carolina, waves to the crowd at the

"It sounded good to me
Charles Poole, B.S. in Business Administration, Boston University, '52, is
working for New Jersey Bell Telephone
Company as >a Traffic Superintendent.
For a young man he has a lot of responsibility. And responsibility is what he
likes. He has three New Jersey exchanges under his supervision—Dover,
Madison and Washington—which total
nearly 16,000 customers, and he manages a force of some 160 operators, including nine chjef operators and fifteen
service assistants.
"It's the type of job," says Charlie,
happily, "where you can never say
you're caught up. There's always some-

55

thing to do." Each day brings Charlie
new problems, new experiences. And
with every passing day his grasp of the
telephone business is getting stronger,
his value to the company is growing.
That spells the kind of future that
Charlie wants: the opportunity to take
an ever-increasing part in an ever-expanding business.
"It sounded good to me," Charlie says,
remembering what he thought when the
telephone interviewer had finished telling him about the company and its future. And, as you might expect, it still
sounds good to him.

Charlie Poole is typical of the many young men
who are building careers in telephone work. Similar opportunities exist today with other telephone
companies, and also with Bell Telephone Laboratories, Western Electric and Sandia Corporation.
Your placement officer has the details.

BELL
TELEPHONE
SYSTEM
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Little Theatre
Membership Sale
Now In Progress

that Jim (Ivy League) Dorn
really thinks he's hot. He (Oscar) thinks Jim is as low as you
can get.
—OSCAR SAYS—

Marshall Leaves
Here; Accepts
Post At Auburn

that he (Oscar) ' hears that
John David Marshall has reGinger (Goggle Eyes) Cureton
really had a ball at the game signed from his position as Reference Librarian at Clemson to
Saturday.
become Head of the Reference
—OSCAR SAYS—
Department at Alabama Polythat the football team was technic Institute Library in Au
great. He (Oscar) hopes they burn. He has been a member
of the Clemson Library Staff
come through again.
since 1952.
—OSCAR SAYS—
Marshall is a graduate of
that he (Oscar) is glad Bill Bethel College in McKenzie,
(Claw) Lawson gets out in Feb- Tennessee, and of the Florida
State University Library School
ruary.
from which he received the Mas—OSCAR SAYS—
ter of Arts degree in 1951. Durthat he (Oscar) hears that ing the academic year 1951-52,
William (the one from Sum- he was a graduate assistant in
ter) Dunn has gone to Limestone the office of the Dean of the
Library School.
for his usual pastime.
A frequent contributor to
—OSCAR SAYS—
professional journals, Marshall
that Jimmie
(Handshake) is editor of a volume of readings
Humphries is on the prowl again. in librarianship titled "Books,
He (Oscar) wonders if this boy Libraries, Librarians: Contributions to Library Literature"
will ever grow up.
which was published in July,
—OSCAR SAYS—
1955, by the Shoe String Press of
that he (Oscar) apologizes for Hamden, Connecticut. He is a
this week's column. Even with Contributing Editor on the staff
the Parker Brothers' party last of the "Southern Observer" and
Saturday night it was still hard writes a monthly, column of book
notes for this magazine called
to fill.
'Bibliophile's Notebook.'
Marshall is a member of Phi
Kappa Phi National Honor Society and of Beta Phi Mu National Library Science Honorary.
He also holds membership in the
The Sophomore "Y" Council American Library Association,
held the weekly meeting Mon- Association of College and Reday night in the council's club search Libraries, Southeastern
Library Association, South Carroom. The meeting was called olina Library Association, and
to order by the president, C. G. the American Association of
Hughes. Club Chaplin Hugh University Professors. For the
McLaurin gave a short devo- past two years he has served as
South Carolina's representative
tional.
on the American Library AssoRev. Robert L. Oliveros, Rec- ciation Membership Committee.
tor of the Clemson Episcopal
Marshall assumed his new
Church, was the speaker for the duties at API Library on Noevening. Rev. Oliveros spoke on vember 1st.
the beliefs and doctrines of his
church. He also traced the history of the Episcopal Church
from it's beginning to the present
day and discussed the organization of the church. After the
address he answered a number
of questions from the members
The Senior Platoon held a
of the council. His aim was to special meeting Tuesday, Oct. 25.
establish better understanding Plans were made for half-time
among the various denomina- ceremonies at the V. P. I. game
tions by showing the similiarities on November 5; Also Homeand differences among the vari- coming festivities were discussous churches.»
ed.
In the brief business meeting
The platoon has received inviwhich followed, the sale of
Christmas cards and a deputa- tations to Conway for their
tion to Lander was discussed. Christmas parade December 1,
Dues were collected ,and the and to Charlotte for the Carroupresident adjourned the meeting. sel, one of the largest parades
The next meeting will be held in held in the South.
the Council Room, Monday, NoSince the platoon is having fivember 7.
nancial difficulties, letters are to
be sent to all alumni, who were
members of the platoon, for the
SISTER STATES
A curious inquirer wanted to purpose of appropriating money.
know "What are the sister This money will help pay exStates?" and the brilliant coun- penses incurred from the various
trips taken during the year.
try editor answered.
"We are not quite sure, but
■we should judge that they are
Marine Corps officers take
Miss Ouri, Ida Ho, Mary Land, their Officer's training at the
Callie Fornia, Allie Bama, Louisi Marine Corps Schools, Quantico,
Anna, Delia Ware, Minne Sota just 35 miles from Washington,
and Mrs. Sippi."
D. C.

Sophomore 'Y'
Council Meets

Senior Platoon
Will Perform
Over The Slate

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

by Dick Bibler

Members of Alpha Phi Omega cavort through
their can-can skit during the Alpha Psi Omega
stunt night held Tuesday. They are (left to

right) Dick Pugh, Happy Stover, Billy Hill,
Harry Ryttenberg, Walker McGraw, and Charlie Lucas. (TIGER photo by Boy Huey.)

Co-Ed Interviews Male Students To Get
Their Opinions Of Changes Made at Clemson
By Ruby Lee Mayes
There's an old saying: "Take a chance—Columbus did, Ithe old Clemson which he knew
, T ,
,. /.,
,.
j „ ITT,
xi
T
i- under the military rules. His
the discoverer of outlook on the situation is:

America set sail back in 1492 I feel sure he had no idea
that his name would go down in history. A great number
of changes have been made since then, and new adventures are being made.
Four hundred and sixtythree years is a long time;
• however, some things are still
the same. By this I mean that
the explorations are very similar. For instance, at Clemson College, a military school,
men learned to live with one
another and to build a stronger bond between themselves
and found that they could live
without the opposite sex for
weeks at a time. But how
many days went by when these
men locked all thoughts of
their girls back home out of
their minds and out of their
hearts? Columbus' discovery
was a great one—sure—but so
is the discovery that women
must remain in the heart of
all mankind.
I wonder how many days went
by' that Clemson men did not
wonder, "How would it be to
have co-eds on our campus?"
How many weekends did these
men roam the campus, or sit in
the lounge, or on the Loggia, or
down at Dan's and yearn for
1he companionship of just a
girl? How many dances were
held on the campus when all the
guys had their girls with them?
How many trips were made to
Converse or Winthrop or Limestone or Anderson when books
were lying around begging to be
opened? Wrong? No, for it
is only human for these men,
or any man, to seek fun and recreation. All this is a part of
growing up and a very important part of college education.
In February, 1955, Clemson
flung wide her doors for women students, and, though only
a handful enrolled, the men
could sense a change. However,
the real change came in Septerriber when an even greater
number of female students were
admitted.
Oftentimes I wonder how you
upper-classmen felt when you
made a new discovery as you
returned in September to find
a handfull of co-eds galvanting around your homestead.
Did you miss the military
training, the group and selfdiscipline which had been your
Standards of living for so
long? Do you miss it even
now?
Yes, Clemson men, you have
experienced a great change, and
such,a change is difficult to accept in such a short period of
time. Gradually you will make
new discoveries concerning your
Alma Mater, and these discoveries can be a success or failure
—depending upon your attitude
toward same.
"Individuals are strong, but
unity is stronger!" Together we
can encourage more women to
accept Clemson as their institution of higher learning. Together we can present our college to the state as being No. 1.
Together we can cultivate memories here at Clemson on which
we can look back with satisfaction and happiness. Will you
accept us and let us help make
Clemson the ideal college for
new discoveries??
These are some of the many
questions which have been
asked by other co-eds at well
as myself. Finally, I decided
to find out just exactly HOW

the men at Clemson felt about
it. In doing so, I discovered
that the highest majority felt
the same way.
For instance, Larry Brown, a
sophomore, says:
"I was personally disappointed in the dismissal of the military part of Clemson for I expected rat service when I returned. However, it isn't bad
for we now have more freedom.
There will be more flunking out
. . and the school's reputation
will go down if the student body
isn't careful.
"As for the Co-eds, well, I
think they have been accepted
by the majority."
Alston Thompson, Junior,
quotes:
"The change which has been
brought about here at Clemson
will eventually prove best for
the school. Some of the traditions of the school have vanished .. . such as rat service.
"The Co-eds have proven an
advancement for the school and
especially since the military is
gone. They are DEFINITELY
accepted."
Smith Chance, Senior, thinks:
"This is the most progressive step the school could
make. As soon as people get
used to the new standards
the better. Social opportunities will certainly be raised.
The military was very good
. . . but NOW men can learn
to make decisions for themselves."
Richard Carter, a freshman,
who never lived under the OLD
rules, believes:
"I would have enjoyed the
military training . . , and I
looked forward to being a part
of a military school. I think the
change is a new experience to
all and the next two or three
years should prove whether or
not the school shall benefit from
this change. Right now it's all
on trial basis."
"The Co-eds are very nice
to look at and I think they have
been accepted."
Bill Voight, a Senior who
most certainly always speaks
what he thinks, says:
"I personally Jike the change,
for I never did like military
training. I believe the change
will be accepted whole-heartedly. It works at other schoo's,
so why shouldn't it work
here?
"Some say they are disappointed in the decline of military because it did away with
rat service. This doesn't matter, for rat service was on the
decline when paddling went
out.
"I like the idea of having
Co-eds here myself, for school
seems a great deal more like
school should. As time goes
on men will become accustomed to the change AND the
girls."
(Thank you, Bill, for giving
me your opinion. I didn't mean
the introductory statement as a
bit of sarcasm . . . but- rather
as a way of showing that ALL
of these interviews have been
presented from actual facts, 2nd
not hear-say.)
Marion Sams, Senior, rounded out this list by speaking of
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SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
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Season tickets for the Clemson Little Theater will be on
sale November 4 and 5 in both
Clemson and Pendleton. The
tickets will be available at
stands in Martins Drug Store
and Ballentines Super Market in
Clemson and at Hunter's Store in
Pendleton. Adult tickets are $2
and student tickets are $1.
The program for the season has
been tentatively outlined. The
first play is scheduled for late
November. It will be a comedy,
"The Tender Trap", directed by
Robert E. Ware with Gilbert
Miller, producer.
In cooperation with the Clemson Branch of the American Association of University Women,
the Clemson Little Theatre will
present its first play for children in December. Mrs. Charles
Morgan will direct this play,
"Bobino," by Stanley Kauffmann.
The other -plays tentatively
scheduled are "Pygmalion" directed by James P. Winter, "Dial
M for Murder" directed by Mrs.
Rhett Ravenell, and a production directed by the drama students of Clemson College.

PATRONIZE OUR
ADVERTISERS

By appointment purveyors of soap to the late King George VI, Yardley & Co., Ltd., London

"The old Clemson was one
which I liked very much . . . Traditions of the U. S. Marine
and I'll admit I re'sented the Corps date back to 1775 when it
change. However, I NOW be- was established by the Continenlieve that it was a change which
will prove beneficial to Clemson tal Congress.
College as a whole . . . for we
were going down hill as it was.
"Such a change is hard to
accept all at one time . . . but in
time the upperclassmen will do
so. There is no difference to
the j Rats.
"The Co-eds, I believe are
accepted . . . and as long as
Clemson can obtain the type
girls that will bring credit
to the school, then it will certainly pay off for all matters
AND HIS
involved."
FAMOUS
Thank you Larry, Alston,
Smith, Richard, Bill and Marion
ORCHESTRA
.... Thanks for giving US an
idea of JUST exactly WHAT
OUR CHANCES ARE!

IN PERSON!

RALPH
MARTERIE

A farmer invited the pastor of
his church to his home for Sunday dinner. The farmer's wife
had fried two young chickens for
the meal so she set them on the
table and they all sat down to
eat. Before the farmer and his
wife had finished helping themselves to the vegetables, the pastor had completely devoured
both chickens. Just then a rooster crowed loudly in the farmyard.
"That rooster sure sounds like Hear Tkem P/ay Their
he's proud of himself," observed Famous Mercury Record Hits!
the pastor.
PRETEND, CARAVAN
"Well, he dern sure should be,"
and SKOKIAAN
quipped the farmer. "After all,
featuring BILL WAITERS
1
he has two sons in the ministry."

Yardley brings you
good grooming in a bottle—
London style
From London, the world's center of fashions for men, comet'
Yardley After Shaving Lotion. It softens and braces the
skin in wondrous style. It helps to heal inadvertent nicks.
It counteracts skin dryness caused by hard water shaving.
It was created for those who value good grooming. At your
campus store, $1.10 and $1.50 plus tax. Makers and distributors for U. S. A., Yardley of London, Inc., New York.

YOUR BIG RED LETTER DAY
1. SUPERIOR FILTER Only L&M gives you
the superior filtration of the Miracle Tip, the
purest tip that ever touched your lips. It's white
... all white... pure white!

2. SUPERIOR TASTE L&Ms superior taste
comes from superior tobaccos — especially
selected for filter smoking. Tobaccos that are
richer, tastier...and light and mild.

